When cosmic star formation history reaches a peak (at about redshift z < 2), galaxies vigorously fed by cosmic reservoirs 1,2 are dominated by gas 3,4 and contain massive star-forming clumps 5,6 , which are thought to form by violent gravitational instabilities in highly turbulent gas-rich disks 7,8 . However, a clump formation event has not yet been observed, and it is debated whether clumps can survive energetic feedback from young stars, and afterwards migrate inwards to form galaxy bulges [9][10][11][12] . Here we report the spatially resolved spectroscopy of a bright off-nuclear emission line region in a galaxy at z 5 1.987. Although this region dominates star formation in the galaxy disk, its stellar continuum remains undetected in deep imaging, revealing an extremely young (less than ten million years old) massive clump, forming through the gravitational collapse of more than one billion solar masses of gas. Gas consumption in this young clump is more than tenfold faster than in the host galaxy, displaying high star-formation efficiency during this phase, in agreement with our hydrodynamic simulations. The frequency of older clumps with similar masses 13 , coupled with our initial estimate of their formation rate (about 2.5 per billion years), supports long lifetimes (about 500 million years), favouring models in which clumps survive feedback and grow the bulges of present-day galaxies.
When cosmic star formation history reaches a peak (at about redshift z < 2), galaxies vigorously fed by cosmic reservoirs 1,2 are dominated by gas 3,4 and contain massive star-forming clumps 5, 6 , which are thought to form by violent gravitational instabilities in highly turbulent gas-rich disks 7, 8 . However, a clump formation event has not yet been observed, and it is debated whether clumps can survive energetic feedback from young stars, and afterwards migrate inwards to form galaxy bulges [9] [10] [11] [12] . Here we report the spatially resolved spectroscopy of a bright off-nuclear emission line region in a galaxy at z 5 1.987. Although this region dominates star formation in the galaxy disk, its stellar continuum remains undetected in deep imaging, revealing an extremely young (less than ten million years old) massive clump, forming through the gravitational collapse of more than one billion solar masses of gas. Gas consumption in this young clump is more than tenfold faster than in the host galaxy, displaying high star-formation efficiency during this phase, in agreement with our hydrodynamic simulations. The frequency of older clumps with similar masses 13 , coupled with our initial estimate of their formation rate (about 2.5 per billion years), supports long lifetimes (about 500 million years), favouring models in which clumps survive feedback and grow the bulges of present-day galaxies.
The high spatial resolution and sensitivity of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging and spectroscopy routinely allows us to resolve giant star-forming regions (clumps) inside galaxies at z < 2, at 3 Gyr after the Big Bang. Stellar population modelling has revealed a wide range of ages for clumps observed in the continuum 6, [14] [15] [16] , with an average age of ,100 Myr. However, clump formation rates and lifetimes remain poorly constrained 11, 14, 17, 18 . Continuum-based stellar ages are probably underestimated because clumps lose stars and reaccrete gas during their evolution 9 , whereas very young ages (,30 Myr) cannot be probed with continuum imaging alone. High equivalent width (EW) emission lines are required.
We obtained 16 orbits of HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) G141 slitless spectroscopy and imaging with the F140W, F105W and F606W filters targeting a galaxy cluster at z 5 2 (ref. 19 ). The F606W band traces the star formation distribution in the ultraviolet rest frame, and the F140W probes the optical rest frame, reflecting the stellar mass distribution. Nebular [O III]l5007 Å emission was detected for 68 galaxies with stellar masses 9.5 , log(M/M [ ) , 11.5 and redshifts 1.3 # z spec # 2.3, with measurements or upper limits for Hb, [O II]l3727 Å and Ha when available. From spatially resolved emission line maps we discovered a galaxy at z 5 1.987 with a remarkably bright, off-nuclear emission line region (F [ (Fig. 1) . The [O III] emission is spatially unresolved (radius ,500 pc) and located at the apparent distance of 1.6 6 0.3 kpc (offset significance 7.6s; Methods) from the nucleus (that is, the barycentre of the stellar continuum). The deprojected distance is constrained within 3.6 # d # 6.2 kpc, corresponding to 1.3-2.2 times the galaxy half-light radius (Methods). Subtracting a point-like emission leaves no significant residuals in the [O III] map. The continuum reddening and mass-to-light ratio (M/L) maps are flat over the galaxy, excluding the possibility that the feature is artificially induced by dust lanes or inhomogeneous attenuation (Extended Data Figs 1 and 2 and Methods).
From emission line ratios we estimated a reddening E(B2V) < 0.3 and a gas-phase metallicity Z < 0.4Z [ for this region, consistent with the host galaxy. Robust upper limits on its stellar continuum were estimated with detailed simulations, leading to remarkably high lower limits on the emission-line EWs. Given these limits and the line luminosities, the emitting region cannot be powered by a massive black hole or by shock ionization from wind outflows. We similarly disfavour the hypothesis of a transient, because the line luminosities remain constant over time, or an ex situ merging system, because its older underlying stellar continuum would be detected 20 . In addition, this galaxy is classified as a disk (not a merger) from its Asymmetry and M 20 parameters (Methods). A young star-forming clump formed in situ is therefore the most plausible interpretation. On the basis of stellar population synthesis modelling for galaxies with active star formation, the observed EWs require very young ages for the star formation event, with a firm upper limit of 10 Myr (Fig. 2) . Thus, although the ubiquity of clumps in high-z galaxies has been known for a decade, we are witnessing here the formation of a star-forming clump in the early stage of its gravitational collapse. From the reddening-corrected line luminosities we estimate a clump star formation rate (SFR) of (32 6 6)M [ yr
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, comparable to that of the rest of the host galaxy disk (Methods). The F140W continuum non-detection translates into a stellar mass limit M w = 3 3 10 8 M [ . To infer the underlying gas mass of the clump we considered the Jeans mass of the galaxy as a plausible upper limit, because fragmentation at higher masses is unlikely. This constrains the clump gas mass to M gas = 2.5 3 10 9 M [ , assuming a maximal gas velocity dispersion s V < 80 km s This finding offers new insights into the physics of clump formation in gas-rich turbulent media at high z. Using the estimate of its underlying gas mass, stellar mass and SFR we can constrain the nature of its star formation mode. Its specific SFR (defined as SFR/M w ) is more than 30-fold that of its host galaxy, a typical Main Sequence galaxy at z < 2. Similarly, the lower limit on the clump star formation efficiency (SFE 5 SFR/M gas ) is more than tenfold that of normal galaxies (Fig. 3) , a behaviour that at galaxy-wide scales is observed only for extreme starbursts 23 . At sub-galactic scales such a high SFE is observed for nearby molecular clouds 24 , which are small and transient features 1,000-fold less massive than the present clump. Possibly at odds with what has been assumed so far 13, 17, 18 , this provides observational evidence that giant clumps do not follow the Schmidt-Kennicutt law of normal star-forming galaxies, at least in the early stages of collapse. Instead, this luminous sub-galactic structure seems to follow the universal star-formation law normalized by the dynamical time [25] [26] [27] . Comparing with the SFRs reported for older clumps with similar masses 13 , we estimated a SFR enhancement of ,3-5-fold at 'peak formation' with respect to later phases. This massive star-forming clump has a robust age estimate that is similar to or shorter than its dynamical time (Methods).
Prompted by our observations, we investigated the properties of clumps in their formation phase by using high-resolution simulations 9 . We solved the dark matter, stellar and gas gravity and hydrodynamics at a resolution of 3.5 pc and gas cooling down to 100 K, and we modelled the feedback processes from young stars onto the gas: photo-ionization, radiation pressure and supernova explosions. Figure 4 shows a typical, M w < 3 3 10 10 M [ , z 5 2 galaxy model with giant clumps formed through violent disk instability. Their formation sites are located 2.1-7.0 kpc from the nucleus of a galaxy that has an half-mass radius of 4.5 kpc, consistent with many other simulations 10,20,28 and our observations. All clumps, and especially the youngest ones, are brighter in the SFR map than in the continuum: they undergo a burst of star formation during their initial collapse, with peak SFRs about (10-20)M [ yr
, consistent with our observations, then evolve to a lower specific SFR regime within 20 Myr, once feedback has regulated star formation and their stellar mass has grown. Our simulations further corroborate the idea that all clumps behave like galactic miniatures of starbursts in the Schmidt-Kennicutt diagram during their first 20 Myr (Fig. 3) . The SFE of simulated clumps decreases at later times, although it remains >0.5 dex higher than that of Main Sequence galaxies, consistent with their shorter dynamical times. The presence of massive clumps is probably an effective reason for the observed rise of the SFE in normal Main Sequence galaxies from z 5 0 to z 5 2 (refs 3, 4, 29), given the increasing prevalence of clumps at high z. Furthermore, the violent burst-like behaviour that young clumps show at formation is consistent with simulations predicting that, because of their rapid collapse, giant clumps could form globular clusters by converting gas into stars faster than stars expel the gas 30 . The short visibility window at high EWs (=10 Myr, independently of the star formation history) has probably prevented the detection of the formation phase of clumps before now. From this timing constraint and the single discovery in our survey, we attempted an estimate of the clump formation rate of 2.5 Gyr 21 per galaxy (for M clump >2.5 3 10 9 M [ ; Methods). Given the observation of one or two clumps per galaxy with similar masses 13, 17, 18 , this converts into a lifetime of ,500 Myr (Methods). This is longer than expected in models of clump destruction by stellar feedback 10, 28 . Instead, it is representative of the timescale needed for giant clumps formed in galactic 
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G2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved disks to migrate inwards through dynamical friction and gravity torques and to coalesce to grow the central galactic bulges 9,12 . Our study demonstrates the detectability of ultra-young clumps in deep surveys, indicating low formation rates and long lifetimes. This is crucial to an understanding of key issues of galaxy formation and evolution such as clump migration, bulge formation and the role of feedback. However, future observations of larger samples of forming clumps with direct measurements of the sizes, gas masses and velocity widths (and hence dynamical masses) of clumps are required for a complete understanding. This should be within the capabilities of the complete Atacama Large Millimeter Array and James Webb Space Telescope. We note that spectroscopic surveys targeting high-z galaxies (for example Sinfoni integral field spectroscopy (SINS) and 3D-HST) have not yet reported the identification of giant clumps at formation. This might suggest that they are rarer events than suggested by our survey, which allowed us to identify a direct signature of massive clump formation by means of gravitational collapse.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. 
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Emission line maps. The 16 HST/WFC3 orbits of G141 slitless spectroscopy, taken along three position angles (, 0u, 230u and 115u)
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, were reduced with aXe 31 . Residual defects (such as bad pixels and cosmic ray hits) were removed with L.A.Cosmic 32 . Two-dimensional spectra were background subtracted with SExtractor 33 , and the continuum emissions of the main target and surrounding sources (including higher and lower order dispersion spectra) were removed by fitting their aXe continuum models with free normalization (Fig. 1) .
Astrometrically calibrated emission line maps were obtained by cross-correlating the spectral images of [O III] (the brightest line) with the three different position angles. This is preferred over cross-correlating with the continuum image because our target has different broadband and line morphologies. For this step, the spectral images were combined with the IRAF task WDRIZZLE 34 , weighting each single orientation by its exposure time. 36 using an effective point-spread function (PSF) consisting of a main lobe for the 5007 Å line and three fainter ones. Clump continuum emission. Visual inspection of the multi-band HST imaging did not reveal any evidence of the clump, and the evaluation of the isophotal contours of the galaxy images did not show disturbances at its location. Thus we searched for its presence by modelling the imaging with GALFIT (Extended Data Fig. 3) . A single Sérsic 37 profile provided a simplified fit, leaving strong positive and negative residuals near the expected position of the clump. Such a pattern is a systematic effect as a result of the presence of clumps at the outskirts of the galaxy major axis, because they are not symmetrically located with respect to the nucleus, resulting in an effective bending of the galaxy isophots. Masking the external regions and fitting the central part of the galaxy with a single Sérsic profile left negligible residuals (=5%). As a further check, we fitted the direct images with the Multi-Gaussian Expansion parameterization (MGE) algorithm 38 , fitting average azimuthal light profiles with ellipsoidal isophots to the central part of the galaxy. The residuals are negligible (=5%). Analogous residuals resulted from the use of three spatially offset Sérsic profiles: one centred at the barycentre of the stellar light (as determined by SExtractor from the F140W image) and other two, an order of magnitude fainter, to the top left and bottom right. This is our best fit (baseline) model for the galaxy continuum.
This three-component fit is a technical solution adopted because of the irregular morphology of our target, typical of clumpy high-z disks, and should not mislead one to conclude that the galaxy is an ongoing merger. In this regard, we classified the galaxy as a disk based on the Asymmetry and M 20 parameters measured on stellar mass maps derived from pixel-to-pixel spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting [39] [40] [41] (Extended Data Fig. 4) , a diagnostic calibrated with MIRAGE numerical simulations 42 . Finally, the F105W/F140W ratio (Extended Data Fig. 2) 43 with different stellar ages to the most constraining (F105W) upper limit allowed us to refine the F140W limit, which is relevant for calculating the [O III] and Hb emission line EWs (Extended Data Fig. 5 ). Clump offset from the galaxy nucleus. The clump is offset from the galaxy centre: the observed distance between the point-like [O III] emission and the barycentre of the galaxy is 1.6 kpc, with formally negligible measurement error. However, there are systematic uncertainties; these are related to the astrometric calibration of the direct imaging and slitless data and to the stability of the wavelength solution. We estimated the systematic uncertainties along the dispersion direction evaluating the distribution of differences between the measured and expected wavelengths of bright emission lines (Ha and [O III]) of the full survey data. By comparing the position of galaxies in the direct imaging with that of the continuum emission in the grism data we evaluated the systematics in the crossdispersion direction. For each orientation of the grism we imposed where N dof is the degrees of freedom, s meas,i and s exp are respectively the measured and expected positions of the emission lines (or the continuum) of each galaxy, and s P and s A indicate respectively the formal measurement errors on the emission lines (or continuum) positions and the astrometric uncertainties. Average systematic uncertainties are s A 5 0.0670 along the dispersion direction and s A 5 0.0350 along the cross-dispersion direction. We computed the uncertainties along the right ascension and declination directions projecting along the orientation of each data set. Because the final, astrometrically calibrated, emission line maps are the weighted average of three different orientations, we estimated the total uncertainties assuming that the errors (e i ) in each orientation were independent: e~ffi ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi P 3 i~1 t i e i ð Þ 2 q P 3 i~1 t i where t i represents the exposure times. The clump offset is detected at 7.6s and its projected distance from the galaxy nucleus (defined as the barycentre of the stellar light) is 1.6 6 0.3 kpc. If we had chosen the light peak of the direct images as the nucleus, the offset would be comparable in magnitude and significance. We prefer the light barycentre definition because it coincides with the peak of the mass map (Extended Data Fig. 2) .
To determine the deprojected distance, the axial ratio of the galaxy and the angle h between the galaxy major axis and the clump nucleus direction are needed. We estimated them from the range of solutions obtained by modelling the direct images and the mass map with GALFIT and considering the outer isophots of the PSF-deconvolved galaxy. To further account for systematic effects we also considered plausible uncertainties in the PSF derivation, and further estimates based on the MGE software as an alternative to GALFIT. Given an axial ratio 0.21 # q # 0.35 (inclination i < 70-78u) and 48 # h # 52u, we computed a maximum plausible range for the deprojected distance of the clump from the nucleus of 3.6 # d # 6.2 kpc, beyond the galaxy's effective radius R e 5 2.8 6 0.4 kpc (Extended Data Table 1 ). We did not account for the disk's thickness: this uncertain correction could imply a larger deprojected distance by 10-15% (for a typical thickness of a few hundred parsecs). Dust reddening. Estimating emission line luminosities and SFRs requires corrections for dust extinction (although this is less relevant for emission-line EWs, which are affected only by the differential line versus continuum reddening). We used stellar population modelling of the ultraviolet-to-near-infrared galaxy SED 44 , assuming the reddening law in ref. 45 and constant star formation histories (SFHs) to measure the stellar continuum reddening. We converted this measure into nebular reddening by using E(B2V) nebular 5 E(B2V) continuum /0.83 (ref. Although formally this is also consistent with zero attenuation towards the clump, it is unlikely because the galaxy is highly inclined. To improve the estimate of the reddening affecting the clump, we attempted a derivation of the Ha flux of the clump in the MOIRCS data, decomposing the two-dimensional spectrum with a PSF-like component for the clump and a single Sérsic profile accounting for the host galaxy disk, finding Ha 5 (7 6 2) 3 10 217 erg s 21 cm
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, ,50% of the galaxy's Ha emission 35 . By averaging the reddening estimates from Ha/Hb, Ha/[O II] and [O II]/Hb, we obtained E(B2V) nebular,clump 5 0.55 6 0.20, consistent with the reddening of the host galaxy. We thus assumed that the clump nebular reddening was identical to that of the parent galaxy, which is consistent with the literature 49 . Extended Data Fig. 2 shows the observed F606W/F105W ratio, probing the stellar continuum reddening, which is homogeneous over the galaxy. The optical attenuation (A V ) at the clump position is similar to that at the galaxy nucleus within 0.1-0.2 mag, and is close to the galaxy average. The position of the galaxy nucleus (measured as the light barycentre, light peak or with GALFIT) is stable and does not change with wavelength from F606W to F105W and F140W. The [O III] and F105W continuum should be affected by a similar attenuation and much less than the F606W continuum. Together with the flatness of the reddening map, this demonstrates that the clump emission lines were not an artefact due to modification of the galaxy nucleus position by reddening, because an even stronger effect would have been seen in F606W. Correcting the emission line maps and the imaging for reddening does not significantly alter the nucleus-clump distance. . 56) . Besides, no AGN signature was found from the galaxy's SED, and no excess possibly arising from nuclear accretion was detected in our deep 24 mm Spitzer, Herschel and VLA data.
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The clump's emission-line luminosity is comparable with that of the whole galaxy, so it cannot be due to shock from external outflows impacting the gas. The host SFR would generate ,30-fold weaker galaxy-integrated, shock-excited line luminosities 57 . The brightest shock-powered off-nuclear clouds in local infrared luminous galaxies are .50-fold weaker 58 . Explicit calculations 59 for z 5 2 galaxies, using appropriate wind mass loads 60, 61 and velocities 62 , lead to analogous conclusions. The kinetic energy available in winds cannot account for the clump line luminosities.
There is no evidence for substantial line luminosities variability over a ,3-year timescale. HST/WFC3 G141 spectroscopy was obtained in June and July 2010, and MOIRCS spectroscopy in April 2013 (Extended Data Table 2 Table 1 ). Constraining the age of the clump. We computed the time evolution of the Hb EW by using stellar population synthesis models 43 , adopting Z 5 0.4Z [ , a Salpeter 65 initial mass function and three different SFHs: an instantaneous burst, constant star formation and a SFH obtained from our hydrodynamic simulations (Fig. 3 ). All models show high EWs at young ages (log(EW) . ,2, independently of the SFH), which decrease quickly for the instantaneous burst and more smoothly in the other cases. We converted the Hb EW into the expected [O III] and [O II] EWs (Fig. 2) , assuming the [O III]/Hb ratio of z 5 2 star-forming galaxies 51 and an Ha/[O II] luminosity ratio of 1 (ref. 48) . Comparison of these values with the EW lower limits yielded an age of ,10 Myr for the clump (Fig. 2) .
The directly measured continuum upper limits (rather than the more stringent ones from synthetic spectra; Extended Data Fig. 5) , give an age of =15 Myr. Decreasing the adopted E(B2V) reddening by 0.1 dex would decrease the line EW lower limits by only ,0.05 dex but would increase the L Hb /L 1,500 limit by ,0.1 dex, therefore hardly affecting the age constraints. Changing the metallicity by 1.6 dex produces only a 0.2 dex age difference. Similarly, the age remains unchanged by adopting, for example, a Kroupa 66 or a Scalo 67 initial mass function, and a top-heavy one produces EWs 0.2 dex higher. SFR estimate. The SFR of the whole galaxy was determined from the total Ha luminosity from the MOIRCS spectroscopy, assuming the standard Kennicutt conversion 68 , resulting in (77 6 9)M [ yr
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, in agreement with that from SED fitting (,85M [ yr 21 with an uncertainty of 0.2 dex; Extended Data Table 1 ). The time-dependent conversion of line luminosity to SFR at young ages was computed with Starburst99, adopting the SFH from our numerical simulations (Extended Data Fig. 7) . At t 5 10 Myr this is 20% higher than from the suggested by our data, and that the true average clump lifetime could be longer than estimated here. Code availability. The RAMSES code used to generate our simulations is available at http://www.ics.uzh.ch/,teyssier/ramses.
